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The Setting 

Since opening in 1979, the Hotel Puente Romano has shaped its history from each and every one of the great moments

that have taken place in their facilities.

The most exclusive and important social and sporting events have left their mark on the life of the hotel, which is still

present after the passage of time.

Hotel Puente Romano was built in 1974, as one of the most exclusive apartment complexes on Marbella's "Golden

Mile". Following the successful management of the Marbella Club Hotel, the glamorous meeting point for the 60s and

70s international jet set, founder and owner, German-Spanish Royal Prince Alfonso Von Hohenlohe, launched his

business idea for the Puente Romano Complex.

Mr. Mouaffak Al Midani, one of Marbella Club's most frequent and favourite customers, showed great interest in the

Puente Romano Complex. After many conversations with Prince Alfonso, he finally was able to acquire Puente Romano

in 1979.
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The heart of the complex and its social pole was the authentic Roman Bridge, from which it takes its name. This ancient

bridge, dating back to the 1st century, is a vestige of the Roman road linking Rome and Cadiz, the renowned Vía Augusta.

In 1979, Puente Romano opened officially as a hotel.

PLAZA VILLAGE 2015

Marbella’s innovative culinary and leisure experience.

Located alongside the legendary 1st Century Roman Bridge, Plaza Village is a gastronomic courtyard embracing an

eclectic mix of cuisine. Consisting of five restaurants; Japanese, Arabic, Italian and two surprising restaurants by award

winning chef Dani García, BiBo Andalusian Brasserie & Tapas and gastronomic Dani Garcia Restaurant with two

Michelin stars; each possessing their own unique atmosphere and boasting a carefully selected array of drinks.

Freshly rolled Sushi from Namazake, homemade tortellini from Serafina or flavourful hummus from Suite; all of which

can be savoured in Plaza Village along with many other gastronomic delights.

Plaza Village features an enchanting open air chill out terrace during the summer and an inviting sheltered terrace in the

winter, where live music can be enjoyed as the sun goes down on Puente Romano’s wonderful surroundings.

At weekends the party atmosphere is completed by Suite, one of the most sophisticated clubs of the Costa del Sol,

where cocktails are sipped late into the night as Suite plays host to the hottest music & people of Marbella.

Plaza Village is complemented by Puente Romano’s exclusive array of shops; including a gentleman’s boutique, ladies

boutique, Hairdressers, Spa and Relaxation, florist and a small Bazaar selling authentic Moroccan articles.

For more information or to stay at this superb venue please email us at info@assetfolio.com 
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